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,e safety video display unit (SVDU), as the display machine of the reactor protection system, performs the functions of
displaying the reactor’s safety parameters and sending safety control commands. In order to meet the needs of nuclear power
safety-level digital control system (DCS), like designing verification, operator training, and accidental drills, for the SVDU in the
NASPIC platform developed independently by China National Nuclear Corporation, a virtual embedded system technology based
on the micro x86 industrial host is proposed to make software simulation to the SVDU physical controller with exactly the same
hardware appearance of the original one.,e SVDU stimulator realized by this research can achieve 100% simulation of the logical
functions of the SVDU physical equipment and the synchronized upgrading function between stimulator and the real equipment.
With the development of multiple engineering application requirements, such as configuration verification and operator training,
this stimulator has been applied in several virtual security level DCS projects.

1. Introduction

Nuclear power plant (NPP) safety-level instrumentation and
control (I&C) systems have gone through two stages: in-
strument control systems and semidigital control systems
and have fully turned to the era of DCS. Accompanied with
the upgrading of the technology of I&C systems used in
NPP, the simulation technology especially for I&C systems
develops as well. Multiple technologies grow generally from
the original pure simulation, like simulation, emulation,
translate simulation, and physical stimulation [1]. Consid-
ering the complicated structure and diversity functions, the
old pure simulation and translate simulation cannot match
the latest requirements of high repetition, rapid verification,
operator training, accidental drills, or design optimization in
comprehensive and integrated aspects. ,e emulation
technology which uses simple computing system to replace
the complex physical hardware system simulates the em-
bedded hardware operating environment through

computers [2], applies the operating software and config-
uration data exactly the same in the real one, and can re-
produce the hardware, software, and control function
features, with higher realistic and lower cost on operation
and maintenance, which can meet the multidimensional
simulation application requirements of the I&C system.

,e simulation of the I&C system is widely researched
and applied in various industries. On the basis of the full
scope simulator, L. Daogang et al. used the RELAP5/MOD
3.4 code to model the secondary circuit and realized the real-
time full scope simulation under the transient power
changes and accident scenarios [3]. In parallel with the
design and construction of the Keystone pipeline, Trans-
Canada and Telvent developed a fully integrated simulation
environment including a dynamic hydraulic model [4].
Kozlováet al. used the data collected at control room full
scope simulator of Dukovany Nuclear Power Plant to an-
alyze human factor reliability [5]. Golsa et al. proposed a
vehicular channel emulator architecture which aims at a
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hardware implementation which requires minimal hardware
complexity for emulating channels of safety-relevant ve-
hicular scenarios [6]. Youssef Mallal et al. presented the
design and implementation of a photovoltaic emulator to
research the characteristics of photovoltaic panels, and the
emulator was able to behave accurately as the studied
photovoltaic panel [7].

,ere are also many studies on simulators in the field of
nuclear safety-level DCS. Studying the NASPIC system of
CNNC, Feifei et al. designed a high accuracy virtual DCS
platform based on virtual slave computer technology [8]. By
analyzing the characteristics of CEPR nuclear power tech-
nology, Peijin et al. proposed a DCS simulation mode
combining virtual simulation and functional simulation [1]
and Weichang et al. proposed a virtual simulation method
which firstly establishes the control logic model before the
virtual simulation [2]. Hanjun et al. put forward the method
of using virtual DCS controller instead of physical controller
during the DCS prototype logic tests [9].

As an important part of safety-level DCS, SVDU pro-
vides operators with a direct interactive tool to understand
and control the operation status of the reactor. ,e accuracy
of its simulation is the key to the design of safety-level DCS
simulator. Most of the safety-level DCS simulators emulate
SVDU less or only adopt simulation or translation simu-
lation, while few are focused on SVDU high accuracy
simulation and the safety characteristics of SVDU [10, 11].
In this paper, a virtual embedded system technology is
proposed to simulate the SVDU physical controller based on
the micro x86 industrial host. ,e hardware and structure of
the SVDU are designed 1 :1 to achieve the best simulation
performance between the SVDU simulator and the real
machine. ,e simulation functions such as stepping, run-
ning, freezing, fast and slow speed, working condition, and
environment are realized to meet the requirements of
configuration verification, operator training, accidental
drills, simulation test, and other engineering requirements.

2. SVDU of NASPIC

NASPIC is a safety-level distributed control system inde-
pendently developed by CNNC. It is composed of field
control station, transmission unit, safety video display unit,
gateway station, and maintenance test station. ,e rela-
tionship between the SVDU and other components of
NASPIC platform is shown in Figure 1.

SVDU is an integrated structure with ARM and FPGA as
its main processors, which can be installed in the panel or
field cabinet of the main control room. ,e integrated
machine form of SVDU is shown in Figure 2.

3. Functional Requirements of SVDUSimulator

SVDU simulator is a part of the safety-level DCS simulation
system. It not only can cooperate with the safety-level DCS
simulation system to realize the full scope of simulator
functions but also can be independently applied to other
business scenarios such as functional preresearch and digital
twin. In the business scenario of nuclear power full scope

simulator, SVDU simulator and safety-level DCS simulation
system have interface relationship with process model, I&C
instructor station, and nonsafety-level DCS in full scope
simulator. ,e interface relationship between SVDU sim-
ulator and other parts in the full scope simulator is shown in
Figure 3.

,e SVDU simulator needs to simulate all the core
functions of the SVDU physical equipment, with simulation
interaction, data management capabilities, and the corre-
sponding simulation management functions to meet the
needs of engineering applications at the mean time. In order
to meet the above requirements, the SVDU simulator needs
to implement the following:

(i) Almost 100% is approached in the virtual reality.
SVDU simulation must not only achieve a high
degree of approximation of appearance and struc-
ture but also complete the simulation of the logical
functions and human-computer interaction func-
tions of the SVDU physical equipment.

(ii) Fully compatible with the SVDU configuration file
of the actual DCS, and achieve the same configu-
ration screen and control functions as the actual
SVDU.

(iii) ,e SVDU simulator needs to realize rich simula-
tion management functions, including start, stop,
step, run, freeze, fast, slow, snap, backtracking,
replay, scene simulation, over control, and fault
simulation.

(iv) ,ere were no less than 5000 hours of historical data
depth. ,e SVDU simulator needs to support 100
scene files storage, and each scene file can save 50
hours of uninterrupted running data.

4. Design of SVDU Simulator

4.1. Overall Design. ,e SVDU simulator is mainly com-
posed of a micro x86 industrial host, an integrated anti-
vibration structure, hardware peripherals, configuration
simulator, and simulation manager, which is shown in
Figure 4.

4.2. Hardware and Structure Design. ,e microindustrial
host with small dimension, fast calculation speed, and ex-
cellent expansibility is applied to realize the logic processing
and data communication functions of ARM and FPGA and
to meet the calculation requirements like huge capacity data
reading and writing or simulation management function
scheduling.

,e hardware peripherals provide power supply, data
display, communication, command input, and other func-
tions. An important one is the expansion on huge volume
solid-state hard disk, which is used to support the numerous
data created during the simulation process. ,e overall
hardware design block diagram of the SVDU simulator is
shown in Figure 5, which is mainly composed of micro-
industrial host, power filter, I/O signal transfer board, driver
board, touch screen, and LCD.
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,e simulator uses the exactly same LCD screen, key
panel, and resistive touchscreen as the real SVDU’s to re-
build the appearance and operation type of the real one. ,e
all-in-one structure is used on the simulator to reduce the
interface between the separate components and to further
decrease the fault points to increase the stability. ,e
structure of the SVDU simulator is divided into two parts:
the main body and the back cover. ,e three-dimensional
assembly diagram is shown in Figure 6. ,e screen com-
ponents and keys are fixed in the cavity of the main body,
and the micro x86 host and power module are fixed on the
back cover plate.

4.3. Software Design

4.3.1. Software Framework. ,e SVDU simulator software is
mainly composed of two parts: the configuration simulator
and the simulation manager, as shown in Figure 7. ,e
configuration simulator realizes the simulation of the SVDU
core functions, and the simulation manager mainly realizes
the functions of communication, scheduling, simulation
management, and data management.

4.3.2. Configuration Simulator. ,e configuration simulator
uses the virtual embedded system technology, porting the
embedded code running on the SVDU entity device to the
micro x86 platform, realizes the analysis and simulation
operation of the configuration data generated by the con-
figuration compiler, and be able to record the running
process data for a long time. ,e overall architecture of the
SVDU configuration simulator is shown in Figure 8.

,e configuration simulator can run in simulation
running stage and replay running stage. ,e instruction
control module transforms the control scheduling instruc-
tion generated by the simulation manager into corre-
sponding simulation instruction and realizes simulation in
different stages. ,e configuration simulator and the
physical machine have the same logical behavior and time
characteristics during the simulation process. ,e difference
is that the memory variables and man-machine inputs pe-
riodically generated by the configuration parser in the SVDU
simulator are sent to the output buffer and stored, while
these data will not be stored in the SVDU physical device. In
the replay running stage, the configuration parser loads the
stored man-machine input, memory variables, and other
data stored in the simulation running stage and performs the
corresponding operation and display to realize the replay of
the finished process.

4.3.3. Simulation Manager

(1) Main Scheduling Service. As the top layer of SVDU
simulator software structure, the main scheduling service
realizes the functions as follows:

(i) ,e operation control of each module and the data
exchange between modules

(ii) Receiving the instruction data of communication
module and reacting according to the instruction
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Figure 1: Composition relationship between SVDU and NASPIC platform.

Figure 2: ,e integrated machine form of SVDU.
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(iii) Encapsulating SVDU kernel data and reducing the
contact between the kernel and other modules

(2) Simulation Instruction Control Module. ,e SVDU
simulator has many simulation instructions, and the state

transition between the instructions is complicated. ,e
simulation instruction control module is responsible for the
state switching and controlling of the SVDU simulation
process to ensure accurate state switching of the simulation
process. ,e design of the simulation process is shown in
Figure 9. After the simulator is powered on, it waits for the
simulation instruction to start and enters different simu-
lation states according to the latest setting mode.

(3) Communication Module. ,e communication module is
responsible for receiving the network packets, grouping the
received network data according to the simulation instruc-
tion data format, and sending the packet data to the
scheduling service. In addition, the communication module
provides communication services as the download interface
of data files, configuration files, and engineering files com-
municating with MTS.,e link between the SVDU simulator
and the MTS is realized through a switch, and TCP/IP
protocol is used as the communication protocol, as shown in
Figure 10.

(4) Storage Design. SVDU is a human-machine interaction
device that requires a large amount of internal variable
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Figure 3: Interface relationship between SVDU simulator and other parts in full scope simulator.
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Figure 4: Overall design of the SVDU simulator.
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information to support the correct display and inter-
action of the graphic unit during running. ,e data that
the SVDU simulator need to manage and store can be

divided into human-machine operation data, configu-
ration screen data, and internal variable data according
to the data function type. Without a data server, the
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Figure 6: ,ree-dimensional assembly drawing of the simulator.
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SVDU simulator itself needs to store 5000 hours of
process and historical data.

In order to reduce the data volume, on the premise of
meeting the functional requirements, a data differential

storage method is figured out. ,is method uses 15 minutes
long data piece to be managed by the SVDU simulator as a
data block. Each data block contains collection timestamps,
internal variable basic data, per-minute change data, 1-
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minute cycle screen data, and man-machine operation data
within 15 minutes. ,e data structure is shown in Figure 11.

5. Implementation of SVDU Simulator

,e appearance and structure of the SVDU simulator based
on the above design are almost the same as those of the
SVDU physical equipment. ,e actual appearance is shown
in Figure 12.

,e SVDU simulator can directly run the DCS config-
uration file downloaded from themaintenance test station. It
can work in the independent simulation mode and joint
simulation mode. When working in the independent sim-
ulation mode, it generates simulation instructions by itself to
perform corresponding simulation functions; when working
in cosimulation mode, it receives simulation instructions
from the full scope simulators. After testing and engineering
application verification, the performance of the SVDU
simulator meets the requirements of Table 1.

According to tests and verification, the SVDU simu-
lator can fully simulate all functions of SVDU physical
equipment, such as data display, control command
transmitting, mode switching, download, and the simu-
lation management function runs accurately, meeting the
engineering application requirements of configuration
verification, operator training, accidental drills, simulation
test, and so on.

FangJiaShan Full Scope Simulator System and TianWan
Unit 5 and 6 Full Scope Simulator System are widely used
simulator systems for nuclear power plant operator training.
,is paper selects the SVDU simulator of the two and the
SVDU simulator developed in this paper for some functional
performance comparisons. ,e comparison results are
shown in Table 2.

,e SVDU simulator based on NASPIC can not only
reproduce the software and control features of SVDU but
also has good performance in simulation control and
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Figure 10: Schematic diagram of connection between SVDU simulator and maintenance test station.
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performance. Moreover, it is consistent with the real SVDU
in hardware appearance simulation, hardware touch, and
software security performance.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the functional requirements of the SVDU in
the full scope simulator of safety-level DCS are analyzed, and
the SVDU simulator is studied from the aspects of overall,
hardware, structure, and software design. According to these
studies, the design scheme of the SVDU simulator based on
micro x86 industrial host and virtual embedded system
technology is proposed and implemented. At present, the
SVDU simulator has been applied in the FT test of NASPIC
platform and has been applied in a full scope simulator
system of a certain reactor. As a kind of simulation
equipment, the SVDU simulator can be used as a part of the
full scope simulator to perform the simulation function. It
can also be used as a software study platform for the pre-
research of new functions. Besides, it can be further im-
proved into a graphic interface for the nonsafety part of
safety-level DCS, which has a bright future of function
preresearch and engineering application.
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